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REVIEW OF SNOWMELT

Heading into March 2021…there were 3 to 6 inches 
of water in the Berkshires available for melt 
runoff/recharge and 1 to 3 inches across the high 
terrain of north central Massachusetts

Snow will no longer “save the day” as of 5 April



CURRENT RIVER FLOW

• With the loss of snow and a dry pattern continuing…river flows across 
a lot of western and central Massachusetts have been declining.

• A couple of significant rain events along and south of Interstate 95 
have kept river flows closer to normal across southeast portions of 
the Commonwealth.



RIVER FLOW - cont

Berkshires North Central Massachusetts



RIVER FLOW - cont

• Note the benefit of 
the 2 rainfall events



GROUNDWATER

• Groundwater has been recharging in the Berkshires due to snowmelt 
but this has been partially offset by a very dry weather pattern.

• Most of the Commonwealth is seeing groundwater levels near to 
below normal heading into Spring 2021.



GROUNDWATER - cont

Western Massachusetts Groundwater Wells



GROUNDWATER - cont

North Central Massachusetts Cape Cod



NEAR TERM RIVER OUTLOOK
• With no snow left to melt and a rather dry precipitation 

forecast…there is little hope for significant increases in river flow 
through mid-April

• Lets check out a few simulations…



NEAR TERM RIVER OUTLOOK - cont

Most likely 
scenario is for 
declining 
stages into 
mid-April



NEAR TERM RIVER OUTLOOK - cont

• No significant 
snow left in 
northern New 
England



NEAR TERM RIVER OUTLOOK - cont

• Same story: 
little chance for 
river rises into 
mid-April



DROUGHT OUTLOOK

• NOAA outlook…which 
was for drought 
improvement a 
month ago…now calls 
for likely deterioration 
across much of 
Massachusetts



CONCLUSIONS

• River flows are in steady decline due to both the loss of snowmelt 
for recharge and a very dry precipitation pattern since 1 March 2021 
( southeast Mass faring a little better ).

• Little relief is seen in near term river ensemble forecast members 
(although flows are highest this time of year).

• Growing season will begin soon which will increase 
evapotranspiration and make recharge more difficult.

• NOAA now forecasting drought expansion likely across much of 
Massachusetts during April.



QUESTIONS??


